
PREPARING
FOR AUDIO
PRODUCTION



When asking an engineer to produce audio for you, be sure you
know what it is that you want from the project. Wether you are 
getting music produced, or sound design, know the theme you 
would like for your project and be able to provide references as well.
 Many times a reference will be a lot more help to the engineer than
 descriptive words.

Things the engineer will expect from you:Things the engineer will expect from you:

Scope of project:
How big is the project you are working on? how many sounds or
 tracks/instruments are involved? What is the music or sound
 intended for? How many files are there/ how long is the music? And 
what is the time frame for the project to be completed? These are all 
questions that the engineer will have that need to be answered.

Theme/Genre of project:Theme/Genre of project:
Do you need sound for a video game? If so, what kind? Need a beat 
or instrumental created for you? How about a soundtrack? what 
genre do you want to have and do you have any references that the 
engineer can check? This is also very important.

Knowing all of the information above before hand can drastically
 decrease the amount of time it takes to complete your project, and in 
turn; decrease the amount of money it takes to complete.turn; decrease the amount of money it takes to complete.

Your engineer will be careful to consult with you to get the exact 
result you have been looking for. Communication is key in these sort 
of projects, and your engineer will be sure to keep you updated 
throughout the entire process. Your engineer will also discuss with 
you about the format of audio you need. Wether you need stems, 
full mix, master, mp3, wav, aiff, flac etc.
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